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by Yim ara

LIFE EXPERIENCES REVEALED

a b or t ion s tor ies
With the play A la luz, historias de aborto (In the Spotlight,
Abortion Stories), in alliance with Casa E Social, women
and men of different regions in the country shared their
experiences related to abortion. In the same way, the narratives of the women who are part of this report are a way
to continue giving voice to the stories behind an abortion
recounted by their protagonists. In this way we intend to
tackle the silence associated with this experience, and
contribute to the understanding of the different factors and
nuances present in this type of situations.
Many thanks to these five women who generously shared
their stories, exposing themselves to the camera, to the
public, and bravely contributing to the elimination of stigma which usually comes along with those who live this
experience.

INTRODUCTION
We share the concerns of the Economic Commission
for Latin America and the Caribbean (CEPAL) when
acknowledging that gender inequality represents
a special case among social discriminations. Our
commitment lies in understanding the interrelation
between poverty, education, decent work conditions,
gender-based violence and the unmet needs in terms
of sexual and reproductive health, namely, unintended
pregnancy, maternal deaths and teenage pregnancy.
In 2018, the Foundation prioritized 2 of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), without disregarding the interaction between all of them, with
the purpose of contributing to the reduction of the
gender gap, social inequality and their implications
for women. For this reason, the actions and strategies led by Oriéntame are within the framework of
Goals 3 and 5, which aim at guaranteeing access to
healthcare, mainly related to sexual and reproductive health, making them safe and available to all,
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and also eradicating discrimination against girls and
women, to promote a society with fair and equitable
relationships.
In order to accomplish these goals, Oriéntame
expanded coverage in 2018, establishing a presence
in other regions of the country. Besides Bogotá and
Barranquilla, we kept our center in the region of
Eje Cafetero by transferring our headquarters from
Pereira to Dosquebradas in Risaralda. Additionally,
we opened two new centers by the end of the year:
one in Medellín, Antioquia, and the other one in
Cúcuta, Norte de Santander, that allow us to address
and meet the needs of more women and couples in
Colombia.
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Cristina Villarreal
Executive Director Fundación Oriéntame

This is
MY STORY

I don’t remember exactly
what day I found out I was
pregnant. I was in the car with
my boyfriend when we started
fighting, as usual. When we
arrived at his place, he sat on
the couch and turned on the tv
without saying a word. I went
to the bathroom and, to kill
time, I took a pregnancy test I
had with me.

by Luna

I never thought the test
would have a positive result.
The first thing I did was to
take a picture and send it to a
friend on Whatsapp, who immediately congratulated me,
yes, C-O-N-G-R-A-T-U-L-AT-E-D. I was stunned; it was
too much for me to digest,
especially inside a bathroom
with my underwear pulled
down.
My boyfriend constantly told
me that he was going to sup-
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remember hearing the chat
sound in the distance.

I didn’t reject the idea of
being a mother, but I was 21
at the time, my financial situation was terrible and, on top
of that, the relationship with
my boyfriend was the typical
toxic and dependent relationship. In that moment I was
feeling very vulnerable.

alone in his room, reading
and following the instruction
brochure they gave me at the
clinic. He showed up three
hours later which, for me, was
a sign that he never worried
about me, about how I felt.
He told me that, if I already
decided to have an abortion,
I should feel happy, and that
I was exaggerating because
a lot of girls go through that
and it’s not that big of a deal.

The day of the abortion we
agreed to do it at his house,
because it was impossible to
do it at my place, so I called
him, and we arranged to
meet at 5PM. When I arrived,
he was not there. I waited

I had severe cramps, I
clutched my belly and
moved frequently seeking
relief, while I watched my
boyfriend lying on the other
side of the bed, with the eyes
fixed on his cellphone. I still

Three years have passed
since that day. It was not a
pleasant experience at all,
but I must say it wasn’t for
the abortion itself: after all,
I decided this for reasons
that are as valid as the

port me with the abortion.
He, like my friend, didn’t ask
me what I wanted, or how I
felt. Nobody ever asked.
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Diarrhea, vomit and fever…
everything at the same time.
I was exhausted. At 11PM
I went to the bathroom and
I pushed out what probably
was a 9-week embryo. I
returned to the room and
gradually fell asleep. The
next day my boyfriend woke
me up saying: “See? It’s over,
you were not going to die”.

ones of any other girl. I am
proud of taking the right to
decide over my body into
my own hands, because it
is only mine, and nothing
else should matter in that
moment but me.
Nonetheless, I tell my story
for all those who have a
strong opinion on the subject:
No, abortion is not pretty or
funny. No, I do not have sex
freely to have an abortion
whenever I please. I do not
want another unintended
pregnancy ever. I didn’t enjoy
it at all. It hurts, a lot.
What I remember the most
of this experience is the
little emotional support I
received, being with a person
that handled everything with
violence and going through
psychological abuse. I also
remember feeling lonely and
pag
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forced to depend on him to
have the procedure, due to
the lack of place and money.
When I remember the
phrase “See? It’s over, you
weren’t going to die” I can’t
help thinking about the number of women that did die,
and how many keep risking
their lives by having clandestine abortions.
I want to tell everyone that
knows someone who is going
through this, that support
is essential. Some women
prefer to keep distance, but
asking if you can do anything
for them can completely
change their perception
about something that is
already really hard.
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SERVICES FOR THE PREVENTION

OF MOR BIDITY AND MORTALITY IN WOMEN
Services
Women’s health is our priority. In
Oriéntame, they can access sexual and
reproductive health services that are
safe, timely and have a high human and
technical quality, so that they can exercise their rights and prevent suffering,
illness and death.

261

119

58

Papsmear
screening

Gynecological
consultations

HIV
testing

All of these services contribute to prevent illness and death of reproductive aged women.
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Contraception
When we talk about decent quality of life for women, it is
necessary to think about their well-being. Through contraceptive services, Oriéntame contributes to the prevention of unintended pregnancies and protects women from
being exposed to situations in which their comprehensive
health is seriously affected and jeopardized. Counseling
and provision of contraceptive methods are based on
women´s lifestyle, health situation and needs.

Initiated contraceptives

In 2018 we delivered 11,469 contraceptive
methods to users who reached out to
Oriéntame.
pag
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City

Bogotá

Dosquebradas

Barranquilla

Intrauterine
devices (IUD)

4,416

505

0

Injectables

1,812

269

82

Implants

2,602

140

39

Orals

1,410

127

64

3

1

0

Method

Vaginal rings
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Voluntary Termination
of Pregnancy (VTP)
One of our priorities is that women’s rights are guaranteed in
a timely and appropriate manner. The voluntary termination
of pregnancy is permitted in Colombia in three specific cases.
In each of our centers, we provide counseling for women and
couples so that, within the current legal framework, they can
access this service in a humane and safe way, without risking
their dignity, health or life.

Voluntary Termination of Pregnancy (VTP)

9,743 1,164
Bogotá

Dosquebradas

199

Barranquilla

Treatment of Incomplete Abortion (TIA)

32

Bogotá
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9

Dosquebradas

In 2018, Oriéntame provided VTP
services to 11,106 women.
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Punk,
SEX AND DRUGS
by Paula

When we were little, my
brother and I spent a lot of
time alone. I liked to play and
did a lot of mischief: small
fires, touching electrical
outlets, breaking things. I just
played... My mom yelled at me
when she came home from
work, or hit me with so much
disdain and brutality, that she
left wounds; the worst of them
were in my heart.
When I grew taller than my
mom, I did not let her hit me
anymore, we just shouted;
I did not understand why
she hated me, I felt I was
the worst thing that ever
happened to her. I ran from
home. My mother, full of
remorse, wanted me to
come back, but I was better
without her. We had a brief
conversation to try and fix
everything, but she ended up
saying that she was taking
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revenge for many reasons,
especially for something my
dad had done to her.
Someone accidentally told
me that my father had raped
my mother and, although
they didn’t say it like that, it
became obvious. At a party,
in the midst of alcohol and
drugs, my mom remembers
being in a bed with him unwillingly, seeing everything he
did to her body.
When she got pregnant, she
didn’t think it was fair to have
an abortion; so, when she
decided to have me, she had
to put up with being called a
tramp, mocked and judged for
bringing me into the world. I
was a problem for her before
I was even born. I kept her
from going to the university:
she was going to be thrown
out of the house, alone and
pag
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with a girl, and never getting
her dream job.
I always asked her, while
yelling, why she didn’t get an
abortion. At the end of each
fight I knew she hated me a
bit: I was a reflection of many
things, especially of that
inescapable night.
The indifference and absence
of my parents made me feel
empty and caused me to be
dependent on men who raised
my hopes, played with me,
hurt me, and then left. I did
not understand why I always
begged for love and fought for
idiots.
Once, in holiday season, I fell
in love at first sight. Though
I was not a child anymore,
I was still very innocent. He
was the man of my dreams,
a punk. I liked him so much
that I let him get me into
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some heavy stuff, a world
full of excess and chaos. He
was my red prince: the more
rebellious, loser and addicted
he was, the better. It was like
my favorite movie: a version
of Trainspotting in Bogotá.
Sadly, this unleashed horrible
things in my life.
One day we went into a
tavern, and I wanted to leave
because I was feeling drunk
and unwell, but he said he
would take my drunkenness away. He reached into
his pocket and grabbed a
small bag of white powder.
I trusted him since he knew
a lot about drugs. I sniffed
a little out of curiosity, but
I still felt drunk and was
getting worse: people started
to look blurry and I couldn’t
walk well. We arrived at a
motel holding hands and I
laid down on the bed, I felt

strange and everything was
spinning. I didn’t want to
have sex that night because
I felt very afraid and with no
control over my body, but he
wanted to get laid and insisted so much that I ended up
accepting. I thought that, if I
obeyed his wishes, he would
stay with me. I asked him to
use a condom and he said:
“it’s feels better without a
condom”, and it happened.
When I didn’t want to keep
going, I cried and asked him
to stop. He didn’t care and
only stopped when he came,
and then left me in a cab.
I was afraid of being judged,
so I decided not to tell anyone. Weeks later, my period
was late but, in spite of my
panic, I waited. I didn’t know
what else to do. Without
telling anyone I searched the
pag
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internet, hoping that Google
would solve it. I was two
weeks late and felt pregnant.
All I wanted was to have an
abortion, it didn’t matter if I
had to use home remedies,
aspirin, herbs or other things.
I always did things that hurt
me, so doing another one
didn’t matter. I started taking
a lot of contraceptives in a
sloppy way. I got sick and
vomited, and never thought
of my ovaries. I just knew I
wanted to break the chains,
I didn’t want to be like my
mom and repeat her story;
not because I hated or judged
her —in the end I understand
her—, but because I wanted to fight for my dreams
and there was no room for
children. Also, if I didn’t love
myself, let alone another
person.
I didn’t want to do anything

out of obligation: I wasn’t
going to do anything I didn’t
want or feel, I had already
done that, and it didn’t make
me happy.
The worst part of the
situation was that I did it
without even knowing if
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I was pregnant or not. I
decided to have a pregnancy test. I was shivering with
fright, watching that plastic
inside a cup, waiting for the
lines to show up. The result
was negative. I was never
pregnant.
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191

Women received
adoption counselling

Adoption processes started
after consulting Orientame

Adoption

13

One of the options we offer to women
with unintended pregnancy who consult
Oriéntame is the possibility of giving up
the baby for adoption. We advise women
and couples who request information and
services related to this program, and we
put them in touch with authorized institutions that specialize in this matter as well.

Women referred to
Authorized Adoption
Institutions

11

Women started the
process of Adoption

8

Women gave their
consent for adoption
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Subsidized Services

User Satisfaction Rates

Regardless of the socioeconomic status of the women who
consult Oriéntame, the most important thing is that they
always receive care in a safe and timely manner. We ensure
that this remains the case.

We are committed to providing sexual and reproductive
health services with the highest quality standards and we
strive for all women to feel comfortable with the care they
receive.

In 2018, 78% of the users who received services in Bogotá
did not have the economic capacity to cover the costs and,
hence, were subsidized; the same thing occurred with 93%
of the women who visited our centers in Dosquebradas and
Barranquilla.

78%
Bogotá

Subsidized
Services

93%

Dosquebradas
and Barranquilla
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In 2018, our user satisfaction index
was of 92%.
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Response to the
Humanitarian Crisis
Sensitive to the complex crisis Venezuela is facing, Fundación Oriéntame set actions in motion so that Venezuelan migrant women could access legal and safe abortion
services in Colombian territory.
Additionally, Oriéntame established partnerships with
civil society organizations in the border area of Táchira (Fundación Feminista Mujer, Decide y Denuncia and
Fundación Juvenil 5ta con 5ta Crew), to develop activities
for the promotion of sexual and reproductive rights of the
Venezuelan population in transit.
Moreover, physicians of the network of public hospitals
in the city of Cúcuta were trained in the medical and
legal aspects of the Voluntary Termination of Pregnancy
—Sentence C-355 of 2006—.
Additionally, we are part of the institutional involvement
in the defense of the rights of migrant women along with
other organizations such as Doctors Without Borders,
the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), the United
Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) and Plan International,
among others.
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From June to December 2018, the Decide Sin
Fronteras (Choose Without Borders) Project
allowed 123 Venezuelan women to receive
humanized and high-quality care.
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The Outstanding
GIRL
by María del Mar

I am a black woman who
was born in Cali 23 years
ago. I grew up in a culture
where the kids are everybody’s children, no matter
who gave birth to them. According to my grandmother,
each one of them is a blessing. I was 18 years old when
I found out I was pregnant.
It was my second semester
at the university and I just
started a relationship. I was
the exceptional girl in my
family: studious and childless. A month before that, I
started using contraceptives
for the first time in my life. I
wasn’t sure of a lot of things
back then: contraceptives
were one of them.
Before starting to take the
pills, I had supposed to take
a test to rule out a pregnancy. I didn’t take it because I
simply could not be preg-
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nant. Had I done it that day,
I would’ve known then, and
not one month after, that
something was growing inside
me. I was still studying and in
a relationship when I started
to feel dizzy and tired. It was
pretty obvious for my friends
that I was pregnant. But I
couldn’t believe it: that only
happened to irresponsible
teenagers without a certain
future. And I wasn’t anything
like that.
My partner and I studied in
a public university: we had
already discussed abortion
multiple times. My stance
was clear: in favor; his
was clear as well: against.
Fortunately, it had only been
an academic debate. When
I didn’t get my period, we
decided to take a test and,
in that moment, I found out
I was pregnant. He brought
pag
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the urine test to my house
and I took it in the bathroom,
with my hands shaking: for
the first time ever, I was
scared. The little box told me
to wait five minutes to see
the result, so I got out of the
bathroom proudly, letting
destiny change its course in
that short lapse of time. But
it quickly proved me wrong:
positive, two distinct purple
lines confirmed it. He started
panicking, he couldn’t believe
it. I was “calm”, as if it didn’t
have anything to do with me.
I told him that the test could
be defective, and we should
take another one. He went to
buy it and when I took it, the
same, positive.
Everything went downhill
from there. I told him to leave
and I went to a friend’s, who
was happy for me when even
I couldn’t be. We haven’t
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spoken since she discovered
I had an abortion; she won’t
forgive me for what I’ve done.
As if she had to.
It was a nightmare come
true. My partner and I knew
this wasn’t just another
discussion: it was actually the
discussion of our lives and,
in theory, the life of someone else. My stance was the
same, though I was afraid of
dying since I didn’t know how
to have an abortion without
dying in the process. After a
medical consultation and an
ultrasound, which showed
us that I had more weeks of
pregnancy than we expected,
we agreed that we couldn’t
be parents at that time. We
went to a clinic specialized
in sexual rights for women.
After an appointment with
the psychologists, we set a
date for the procedure: 4 days

after. I was surprised by the
rapid progress everything
seemed to make.
The day of the abortion, I said
goodbye to my mom like every morning; I dressed in my
favorite skirt, long and blue.
They assigned me a shared
room with a 13-year-old girl:
we looked at each other with
embarrassment. We were
given two pills, one to be
inserted vaginally and the
other to be placed under the
tongue: after fifteen minutes,
the girl was twisting in pain
and I wasn’t feeling anything.
By the end of the morning
everything had ended: my
motherhood had lasted 9
weeks. But I didn’t feel any
better, I don’t think any woman does after an abortion.
The feeling that emerges
after an abortion is the result
of a Christian upbringing that
pag
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yells “you are a murderer”. I
didn’t hesitate for a second
when deciding and I still
don’t, though sometimes it
hurts, like my body hurt that
evening and the days after.
I decided to have an abortion
because I wanted to continue
studying, I wanted to keep
building my life project. I
didn’t want to be a mother; I
still don’t know if I want to be
a mother someday. But one
thing I know for sure is that I
am not a deviant or a murderer. I am a woman who had an
abortion, who decided not to
bring a child into the world.
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USER

PROFILE

Age

In the three cities where we provided services in 2018, the
majority of the women treated by Fundación Oriéntame
were between 19 and 24 years old.
City

Bogotá

Dosquebradas

Menores de 14

0.14%

0.24%

14-16

2.64%

3.43%

Age
Método

Barranquilla

3.43%

17-18

6.46%

8.22%

10.29%

19-24

36.02%

37.67%

47.55%

25-29

24.44%

23.06%

20.10%

30-34

15.75%

15.72%

11.27%

35-40

11.55%

9.10%

6.37%

Mayores de 40

3.03%

2.55%

0.98%

The need for an Abortion crosses the whole reproductive cycle of women, as these data show.
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Occupation
People who seek services in Orientame are, in the majority,
working women.
City

Bogotá

Dosquebradas

Barranquilla

Student

3,528

436

99

Momemaker

1,303

253

29

Worker

7,319

624

123

Other activity

282

24

2

Looking for work

962

135

23

Student and worker

314

33

7

Occupation

8,936 of the users of Orientame are workers either at home or receiving a salary.
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Place of Origin
National phone calls

International contacts

All women who request information to Oriéntame, regardless
of their geographical location, can access safe and high-quality
services. In the following graph, the departments from where
women have most frequently contacted us are shown.

The relevance of Oriéntame in the region
makes that women from Latin America find us
as a referent in sexual and reproductive health
services. Every day we receive information requests through phone and chat from different
countries. The following table shows the countries from where we are mostly contacted.

787

1,614

5,037

598

Caldas

Risaralda

443

Tolima

470
Valle

497
Quindío
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Atlántico

Boyacá

608
Meta

57,027
Bogotá

5,352

Cundinamarca

Total contacts by country
Perú

1,932

México

1,547

Argentina

823

Ecuador

638

Chile

583

United Estates

526

Venezuela

510

Brazil

385

Bolivia

275

The Dominican Republic

251
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Stor y
OF THREE LIVES
by Luisa

I start telling this story, and
I cannot help looking at my
body and thinking that it looks
familiar to me again. I can
acknowledge it as mine. At
that time, it was not like that:
in a huge mirror on the wall,
I saw a somewhat swollen
belly and a gaze that showed
sadness, fear and shame. If
the woman I am now, stronger and more confident, could
go back and talk to my past
self, I would tell her that she
is more important and smart
than she imagines, and give
her a warm hug because I am
sure she was in need of it.
That hug never came from
the person with whom I
endured this distressing and
uncertain situation. I had
become very close to him in
the last couple of months,
and that just led to infinite
tears that left me dry, with
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no hopes for a better future.
He was much more optimistic
than me and believed that we
could be a family. Maybe we
could, but I know it wouldn’t
have been a happy family, but
rather a typical one. Undoubtedly, his dreams were
disconnected from reality: for
him, the world was made of
perfect forms like those he
found in poetry, and he was
too busy admiring them to
understand who I was and
the situation we were going
through.
Besides, when something
pulled him out of that dream
state, he became violent,
dominated by jealousy and
didn’t mind hurting me. Exactly like my dad and mom:
was it a vicious circle? Our
relationship didn’t work, but
we both clung to it because
pag
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deep down we felt very
lonely. So, when I found out
that my body was beginning
to harbor another life, I felt
alone.
It was a very difficult time
for me, I was changing my
major since my first one
didn’t work out, I also distanced myself from almost
all my friends, had to overcome an infidelity and had
no money because my father
didn’t support my career
choice and refused to help
me. And my family... was as
dysfunctional as ever.
When the bewilderment,
the tears and the weakness
passed, I considered for a
moment bringing a new life
into the world and began to
make plans, and imagine...
However, it was then when
I realized that, given my

current conditions, my life
would touch bottom. If I kept
studying, the baby and I had
to depend economically on on
the baby´s father and grandparents. I’d have to leave
the baby alone with a nanny
when going to school or work.
I could not be the mother I
wanted to be.
I would have to accept any
job, regardless if I liked it
or not. In short, I would’ve
missed out on every opportunity and my life would’ve
stopped being mine. Had I
been a professional at the
time and had the financial
stability to give my child everything needed, it would’ve
been a whole different story.
Because, even though society overlooks how women
feel when having an abortion, it is not an easy decision
and I am convinced that no
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one really wants to do it.
The pain was intense: I felt it
in my belly and in my heart. I
swore to who could’ve been
my child that this would not
be in vain: I would study like

never before and be a happy
woman. I swore then and
now I am doing it.
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COMMUNIT Y OUTREACH

AND HEALTH PROMOTION
Sensitization and Training
In 2018, Oriéntame together with state
entities, Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs), and private entities that requested
workshops, conducted training, sensitization and discussions focused, mainly, on the
Voluntary Termination of Pregnancy (VTP).
Topics such as rates of unintended pregnancy, prevention of unsafe abortion, sentence
C-355/2006, conscientious objection, health
excemption and route of care, among others,
were socialized with 479 professionals including doctors, nurses, psychosocial staff and
administrative personnel. Additionally, we carried out theoretical and practical training on
modern methods for VTP, implemented a VTP
service in a public hospital at primary care
level, and accompanied and supported the
implementation of a VTP service in a level 3
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Institution

Participants

Cities
Granada, Meta

Technological University of Pereira

55
98
40

Physicians, Indigenous Cabildo,
Indigenous EPS

45

Páez, Cauca

Departmental Health Secretariat

Pereira, Risaralda

Departmental Health Secretariat

50
12
11
20

Doctors Without Borders
–San Andrés Hospital

14

Tumaco, Nariño

Departmental Health Secretariat

15
20
21
14
64

Neiva, Huila

Hospital of Granada, Meta
Local Hospital of Puerto Asís

Departmental Health Secretariat
Departmental Health Secretariat

Women’s group
Departmental Health Secretariat
Departmental Health Secretariat
Erasmo Meoz Hospital
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Puerto Asís, Putumayo
Pereira, Risaralda

Pereira, Risaralda
Ibagué, Tolima
Barranquilla, Atlántico

Barranquilla, Atlántico
Yopal, Casanare
Cundinamarca
Cúcuta, Norte de Santander

hospital; furthermore, we held conversations
with territorial entities, obstetricians-gynecologists and public and private health insurance
companies (EPS, by its acronym in Spanish)
in various regions about VTP procedures in
the second trimester of pregnancy. We also
offered sensitization to the indigenous population in the territory and conversations with the
indigenous EPS and the public hospital of the
municipality.
Additionally, 16,791 people were sensitized on Sexual and Reproductive Rights,
with an emphasis on the right to VTP,
through different intervention strategies
(workshops, talks, seminars, service fairs,
among others) in Bogotá, Eje Cafetero and
Barranquilla. Of the total of sensitized
people, 7,975 were teenagers and young
people from schools, universities, SENA
and technical institutes.
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Sponsor a Dream
With the goal of increasing access to information related to
sexual and reproductive rights for children and teenagers in
Colombia, we continue to develop the Acompaña un sueño
(Sponsor a Dream) program which objective is to educate on
this topic. Through this program, benefits have been given to:

55 girls and boys 32 young people 43 people
benefited with anthropometric
control; of this group, 33 received
nutritional supplement.
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were trained as leaders in issues
of sexuality and Sexual and
Reproductive Rights.

from the Villa Gloria neighborhood, in the locality of Ciudad
Bolívar in Bogotá, participated in a training cycle in Sexual and
Reproductive Rights, developed by the youth leaders.

15 young people 94 teenagers

447 girls, boys and teenagers

received financial aid for
access to superior technical,
technological and professional
education, through the tuition
payment, transportation
subsidies, school materials
and snacks.

received support in basic primary and secondary education,
through the delivery of school supplies, uniforms and the payment
of tuition and expenses.

received subsidies for
counseling and provision of
long-term contraception.
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Service Referral Sources
In Oriéntame we work to ensure that
more women and couples can access
safe and reliable sexual and reproductive
health services. With that in mind, we
keep a close relationship with professionals from different areas that refer
patients who require our services to the
Foundation, so that they receive adequate
and timely care with the highest quality standards. In 2018, a total of 2,186
women were referred for VTP services by
pharmacies and laboratories, as well as
by doctors and social leaders from Bogotá
and its surroundings, Tunja, Villavicencio,
Eje Cafetero and Barranquilla.

Medical doctors, outreach workers, and pharmacy and laboratories staff referred a total
of 2186 women for VTP to Oriéntame.
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A virtual course called Showseros
en la cama (Dramatizers in Bed),
aimed at teenagers between the ages of 13 and 19, where topics
of sexuality are treated from an erotic point of view, always with
a rights-based approach. A total of 120 teenagers from different
educational institutions in Bogotá participated in the launch.

Punto D

A web series called
Sin etiquetas (Without Labels),

Punto D is a strategy focused on the reduction of teenage
pregnancy and the prevention of gender-based violence.
This program is aimed at young people and teenagers between 10 and 24 years of age in Colombian territory.

which is a dramatic series/variety show, and which educational
objective is to respect sexual, cultural and social diversity
to sensitize and empower teenagers in terms of Sexual and
Reproductive Rights. In 2018, three episodes were released on the
YouTube channel of Punto D, reaching more than 15,000 views and
interactions with teenagers.

As a support strategy for a comprehensive development
of young people and teenagers, virtual training spaces
are created to facilitate reproductive decision-making
and guidance to access services for teachers, counselors,
caregivers and parents, through our technological platforms. Some examples of edutainment are:
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A course in Teenager Pregnancy
with the participation of 150 teachers and counselors, attached to
the teen pregnancy prevention network.
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Access to sexual and reproductive health services

Fokus: Fewer Barriers and More
Access to Legal Abortion in Colombia
With the support and facilitation of
the Forum for Women and Development (FOKUS) of Norway that, from
January 2015 to December 2018,
enabled the implementation of this
project, there has been a reduction of barriers to access
safe and timely sexual and reproductive health services
by women in condition of vulnerability. The main results of
this project are:

4,083 socio-economically
vulnerable girls and women received guidance on unintended
pregnancy.

2,331 women have exercised
their right to reproductive autonomy by accessing subsidized legal
abortion services.

1,996 women in condition
of vulnerability agreed to a method of contraception after
abortion.

473 teenage women
from racial-ethnic communities accessed legal abortion services
and 267 women with these same characteristics were benefited
with preventive contraceptive services.
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Service coverage
In the final year of the project, Oriéntame increased its
medical offer with the creation of two satellite centers in
the cities of Medellín and Cúcuta.
Care with a differential approach
The Foundation formulated an institutional policy of
differential approach, which recognizes the history of
discrimination, inequality and exclusion that has affected in particular some population groups.
Consequently, it lays out actions so that the provision of
sexual and reproductive health services within the organization respects the principles of equality, equity and
social justice, in accordance with the particular needs of
every user. Based on this policy, the Foundation developed guidelines to improve care for four specific groups:
women with disabilities, and Afro-Colombian, indigenous
and teenage women.
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WestWind - Training of Youth
Leaders in SRH
20 teenage and youth group leaders
from the localities of Mártires, Suba
and Usme in the city of Bogotá were
trained by Oriéntame in issues related to gender, diversity and Sexual and Reproductive Rights,
including the prevention of gender-based violence. Within the
framework of this project, we worked with:

50 professionals
from educational institutions and youth homes in the localities of
Mártires, Suba and Usme in the city of Bogotá.

109 teenagers
had access to sexual and reproductive health care services in Bogotá.
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Acknowledgments
to Beneficiary Groups

tests and contraceptive counseling, vouchers for contraception (with an emphasis on long-term methods) and
Voluntary Termination of Pregnancy (VTP) services for
young people in educational institutions.

2017 Gran Maestro Compartir Award
Teacher Luis Bermúdez
As part of Oriéntame’s teen pregnancy prevention
strategy (Punto D) and taking into account the Foundation’s 40-year experience in sexual and reproductive
health, we support local initiatives in sex education
that allow teenagers to access scientific information
to enjoy their sexuality from a rights-based approach.
As a result, training spaces in sexual and reproductive
health are opened for educational institutions, including the Gerardo Paredes School in the locality of Suba,
where Mr. Luis Bermudez works as a teacher. He won
the 2017 Gran Maestro Compartir Award for his strategy and achievements in reducing teen pregnancy in this
educational institution, which receives methodologies,
pedagogical criteria and practical resources from the
Foundation.
To ensure the success of our support, we also provide
access to sexual and reproductive health services such
as the installation of condom dispensers, free pregnancy
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In the following link you can
learn more about this initiative:
https://youtu.be/te_wMpwpaiQ

Award for the second best initiative on teen
pregnancy prevention – youth collective You and Me
The group you and me, whose initiative has been supported by Punto D, participated in a contest organized by
the Ministry of Social Integration and the Organization
of Ibero-American States with the project “Pleasure to
the floor”. Their project was chosen as the second best
proposal from a group of 150 participants.
This distinction provided the necessary funding to increase the number of young people who become sexual
and reproductive rights leaders in the locality of Suba,
and who use urban artistic expressions such as hip hop
as part of their initiative to transform their environment.
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Matriarchal
POWER

I come from a matriarchal
family. My grandmother was
raised between banana and
coffee plants, and my mother, was a strong, brave, hardworking woman. Heidy was
the first in everything: first
daughter, granddaughter,
niece and sister. This entailed
a great responsibility, as she
had to be a role model and
somewhat of a maternal figure. Helen always has a big
smile on her face, even in the
darkest moments. Daniel is
the only boy and is one of the
greatest loves of my life. And
then me, Yimara, the clingy
daughter. We are all different
women, with explosive and
imposing personalities that
can clash sometimes but, no
matter what, we are together, united and certain that we
are there for each other all
the time.

by Yimara
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I was 19 years old when
Heidy introduced me to her
university classmates, and
one of them caught my eye. I
decided to start a relationship
with him, but I knew it would
not work: he was 27 years
old and I was just 19. He also
kept insinuating we should
have sex, but I didn’t want to
have sex at the time, so that
was the strongest reason to
end the relationship.
A year later he showed up
again and, after some calls,
he invited me to lunch. The
day arrived and I got in his
car. He told me he needed to
change clothes and asked me
if we could stop by his house.
When we arrived, I found it
strange that his mother and
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sister were not there, because
they always were. I told him
I would wait in the car, but he
insisted, so I sat in the dining
table while he offered me
something to drink. Minutes
after taking the first two sips,
I began to feel dizzy. I told
him and he replied it was
because of the hot weather.
I don’t remember anything
from that moment on.

laugh when he said we had
a good time. I felt disgusted,
angry, helpless.

I woke up a few hours later
in his bed without my pants
and jacket. He was lying next
to me in his boxers. With my
head still spinning I asked
him what he had done to
me, I started crying, got up
as fast as I could and got
dressed. I remember his face
of satisfaction, his detestable

That night I understood that
the mother instinct never
fails. My mother stared at
me and calmly said: “there’s
something wrong. You’re
pregnant, aren’t you?” I burst
into tears right away and told
her everything about the incident, what we had found out
with my cousin, and my fear
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Weeks later I found out I
was pregnant, I talked to
my cousin and told him what
had happened. It was the
first time I spoke of that
afternoon. I told him I didn’t
want to have a baby and he
promised to help me.

of telling what that guy did to
me. She hugged me and told
me we would go together to
a reliable institution, where
I could get help, and that
she wouldn’t allow me to go
to a place that could put my
health, or even my life, at risk.
That evening she took care
of me, making sure that I felt
better, I ate well, that the
physical pain did not increase
and the emotional one did not
defeat me.
Today, after more than 10
years, I understand those
who do not report rape for
fear of being judged, because
it happened to me. My mother
decided that we had to tell
everything to Heidy, my older
sister, and we did it almost a
month later. I was just sitting
there, wallowing in pain and
with a sense of shame I still
did not understand. Suddenly
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my sister told me: “Yimara,
how can you say that? I
do not think it happened
that way and, if it did, you
shouldn’t have gone there in
the first place. Weren’t you
supposedly over? Why did you
go there?”
I have not forgotten that
afternoon, particularly how
I felt something broke inside

of me. But time made me understand my sister’s reaction.
Maybe it was an urge to find a
reason why, maybe it was her
subconscious, I don’t know
for sure. I only know that despite everything, my respect
and love for her remain as
intact as ever.
Today after 15 years, I have
been through a bumpy ride,
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but I am a happy woman.
Eight years ago, life gave
me the opportunity to be a
mother and I gave birth to
Daniela, who teaches me so
much every day and lets me
follow my mother’s example.
I also have the unconditional
support of my sister, Heidy.
And eight months ago, Alejandra was born, making me
face new fears and changing
my plans: one more woman
in this powerful matriarchy.
Today I recognize myself as
a strong woman, with a story
that taught me and filled me
with courage and pride. Every
day I look in the mirror and
I remind myself that I am a
great woman.
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SERVICE

PROMOTION
Agreements with Health
Insurance Companies EPS
In 2018, Fundación Oriéntame partnered with the following Health Insurance Companies (EPS), thus facilitating
access to Sexual and Reproductive Health service for
women that are beneficiaries of these entities.
Contributive plans:
Nueva EPS, Famisanar, SURA, S.O.S., Servisalud
Subsidized plans:
Nueva EPS y CONVIDA

Contact Center
Through the contact center, which operates 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, we offer assistance to women and couples
who communicate with us through our support line 01 8000
182 182 and the virtual chat at www.orientame.org.co, and
provide reliable information and guiding with regard to the
services they request.
Type of assistance
Calls answered

74,038

Chats answered

47,475

Prepaid medical plans:
Coomeva MP
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Total
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Campaigns
Decide sin fronteras (Decide Without Borders)

Un gran lugar (A Great Place): Center Promotion

Because of the social situation
in Venezuela, we implemented a
campaign to promote subsidized sexual
and reproductive health services,
including the Voluntary Termination of Pregnancy, for
women in our neighboring country and in the border area.

Through this campaign, the
Sexual and reproductive services
were promoted in each of our
centers.

Post-abortion Check
Siempre hay uno para tí (There is Always One for You)
In order to reduce unintended
pregnancies in Colombia, we
designed and launched a campaign
to promote contraception plans to women within the area of
influence of the centers in Dosquebradas and Bogotá.
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The service of Voluntary
Termination of Pregnancy in
Oriéntame includes accompaniment
after the provision of the service.
We also offer a health check service
for women who underwent informal abortion, in order to
make sure they had a complete and safe procedure.
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Aborto legal es aborto seguro
(Legal Abortion is Safe Abortion)
To ensure that the lives of women who need an abortion are
not exposed to situations that put their health and lives at
risk, Oriéntame promoted the Voluntary Termination of Pregnancy service, with emphasis in detailed information about
the current legislation in the country regarding abortion.
#40AñosPorLaVida (#40YearsStandingUpForLife)
In 2018 we celebrated 40
years of providing sexual and
reproductive health services
with the highest quality standards. As part of the celebration, we developed a campaign
in social networks, focused
on showcasing the work done
since the establishment of
the Foundation, as well as the
services provided in our centers, which are visited by thousands
of men and women in Colombia. Simultaneously, in partnership
with Casa E Social, we performed the play A la luz, historias de
aborto (In the Spotlight: Abortion Stories), which allowed us to
share abortion stories from different perspectives.
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This artistic piece was based on an open
call in which we requested people to write
about their experiences with abortion. Seven
stories were chosen to be a part of the play.
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DONATIONS

AND ACK NOWLEDGMENTS
Every one of the contributions we receive at Oriéntame
allows us to reach more places in Colombia to provide
sexual and reproductive health services for women and
couples, regardless of their socio-economic status. We
look forward to your continued support in 2019, since
it is essential in order to help more and more people to
understand, claim and exercise their rights.
If you wish to contribute
Go to:
www.orientame.org.co/donaciones
Or send us an email:
donaciones@orientame.org.co
to receive more information on how to support
our initiatives.
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MANAGEMENT REPORT
www.orientame.org.co

2018
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